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or thc rate at which the workpiece moves past thc tool. English units for cutting speed are feet per minute (fpm),
which is seldom, called surface feet per minute (sfpm or sfm). Metric units are meters per minute (m/min). Higher
cutting specd shortens thc time required to complete the machining cut but it can greatly shorten the useful life of the
cutting tool. When the cutting spceds are too low tend to tear instead of cut, it will distort the grain structure at the
surface of the workpiece and produce rough finishes. Then it also can cause early failure of a machined part. Speeds
shc.uld be as high as can be maintaincd without causing the tool to wear out too quickly. (Bruce et al. 1998).

Methodology

Engineering design is the process of devising a system, component, or process to meet desired needs. It is a decision
m:iking process (often iterative), in which the basic sciences, mathcmatics, and engineering sciences are applied to
convert resourccs optimally to meet a stated objective. Design of the portable type chamfer machine is based on
suitable methodology. Based on thc Reversc Engineering concept, the main factors discussed in Engineering Design
methodology are such as below (Dicter 2000):

I. Design issues which are come from the results of the literature research and design of portable type
chamfer machine which has been patterned.

II. Prcpare proposal for the design.
111. Design the suitable shape of the chamfer machine based on the chamfer machines which available in the

market.
iv. Go through the fabrication, assemble and modification the components of chamfer machines.
v. Testing and redo the modification.

Ka rly Stage of Development

D•.'cide Ihe Seleclion ofSuilab Ie Design
In order to make selection based on the concept of designing thc portable type chamfer machine, one analysis have
bt:en implemented follow the identified procedures where it consists of analysis the specification of the design of
chamfer machines which available in thc market. Ideas regarding the selection of design have becn shown in thc

orphology Chart. The explanations in details regarding the design have been explained in the literature research.
Before the design process can be implemented, the basic specifications have been placed as the limit for the

d(";ign because it is necessary to conclude the information gathered through the research and explain the details
which are needed as the guideline for designing the portable type chamfer machine. Figure I shows the Morphology
Chart for draft components of Portable Type Chamfer Machine.
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the current the concept or producing the new concept which is more practical. It can be implemented through
identify the best characteristics of each idea. Positive Mark (+) in the Matrix Evaluation Table shows the strength
pOint for selecting criteria and the Negative Mark (-) shows the weakness point for selecting criteria. Reference
C ncept is referring to thc characteristics of existing designs which to be fulfilled or design the portable type chamfer
machine that consists of more practical characteristics which are needed compared to existing design of chamfer
machines in the market. Reference Concept has been labeled as Datum. Matrix Evaluation Method has been shown

in Table I. (Dieter 2000).

Table I: Table of Matrix Evaluation Method used for Designing Portable Type Chamfer Machine

No. Evaluation Criteria Importance Of Idea A Idea B Idea C
Criteria

I Easy to use 5 + +

2. Structure or the design 9 + + -

3 Size 8 + + -
4. Weight 8 + +

5. Horsepower 5 - + +

6. Tool lire 7 - + +

7. Product safety 8 + +

8 Ergonomics 6 + + +

9. Less noisy sound 5 + -

10. Power transmission capability 5 + - +

\I Smoothness or operation 5 + -

12 Low maintenance required 6 - - +

13 Cost ractor 4 + - +

Total (+) 10 6 8

Total (-) 3 7 5

Overall Total 7 -I 3

Actual Total 45 5 II

The Best Idea

Idr'a A has been selccted as the early stage of the design of portable type chamfer machine which to be produced
because it is able to fulfill all the criteria which are needed. After the Matrix Evaluation Method has been
im.:,lemented, Idea A gives the highest actual total value compare to Idea B or C. The selected concept must be
im:,lemented and be modified in more details in order to produce the final design of the portable type chamfer
machine.
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